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Cornerstone. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Under the Weather: Us and the Elements, Tom Fort, Tom Fort, whose writing has been
variously described as 'jocund', 'slightly loopy', ' unbelievably poignant' and 'deeply peculiar', travels around Britain experiencing some of its
extremer climates and some of its more typical with a view to explaining what we make and have made of the British weather and what it has made
of us. There are two interlocking strands: the story of those who - moved to an exceptional, sometimes obsessive degree by the fascination felt by so
many of us - sought to know and understand our weather; and the story of its impact on us - our history, our culture, the way we think and behave.
He focuses on the people - the clergymen, the gentlemen of leisure, the crackpots, visionaries, charlatans and shysters, all now largely or utterly
forgotten - who volunteered and toiled for the cause, telling their stories by tracking them down to the places - usually their own gardens - where
they indulged their quite passion for measuring rainfall, scrutinising dewdrops, tapping their barometers and peering at their thermometers. Once
their age - of the amateur scientist - was over, and the business of weather forecasting was annexed by professionals with state backing it became a
less colourful a air. The historical strand is, in part, a straightforward chronology; an account of the part played by climate in our history; how,
when the sun shone and rain fell in gentle abundance, we prospered and multiplied; how, when the climate cooled, bringing wet summers and
savage winters, we perished by plague and famine and retreated from places made unbelievable; how in time, as we matured from a rural, peasant
society, our weather became less a matter of life and...
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Next 25 Years, The: The New Supreme Court and What It Means for AmericansNext 25 Years, The: The New Supreme Court and What It Means for Americans
SEVEN STORIES PRESS, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. A new, unread, unused book in perfect condition with no missing or
damaged pages. Shipped from UK. Orders will be dispatched within 48 hours of receiving your...
Download DocumentDownload Document
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Riding the Yellow Trolley CarRiding the Yellow Trolley Car
The Viking Press. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 0670842117 Never Read-12+ year old Hardcover book with dust jacket-may have
light shelf or handling wear-has a price sticker or price written inside front or back cover-publishers mark-Good...
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Unplug Your Kids: A Parent's Guide to Raising Happy, Active and Well-Adjusted Children in the Digital AgeUnplug Your Kids: A Parent's Guide to Raising Happy, Active and Well-Adjusted Children in the Digital Age
Adams Media Corporation. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Unplug Your Kids: A Parent's Guide to Raising Happy, Active
and Well-Adjusted Children in the Digital Age, David Dutwin, TV. Web Surfing. IMing. Text Messaging. Video...
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My Friend Has Down's SyndromeMy Friend Has Down's Syndrome
Barron's Educational Series Inc.,U.S. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, My Friend Has Down's Syndrome, Jennifer Moore-
Mallinos, Younger children are normally puzzled when they encounter other kids who suffer from Down's Syndrome. Here is a...
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Jape the Grape Ape from Outer Space Episode Three: Who Stole the Stars?Jape the Grape Ape from Outer Space Episode Three: Who Stole the Stars?
AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2007. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Erik Rodenhiser (illustrator). 279 x 216 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. This book is hysterically funny; I love it. I...
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